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Introduction

Governmental and private entities are faced with claims for alleged injury to Indian lands in a variety of
circumstances.  This can arise as a result of direct use of Indian lands: states lease Indian lands for freeway expansion;
corporations conduct retail and other business on reservations; and mining companies and natural resource developers
utilize rights-of-way for pipelines, reservoirs, and other uses on Indian lands.

Claims can also arise from activity that occurs entirely off-reservation, but which a tribe alleges nevertheless impacts
tribal lands or tribal resources.  This occurs perhaps most commonly in the context of water right adjudications, where
the relative rights to a common water source are determined among Indian water users and non-Indian water users. 
Other examples are off-reservation energy or natural resources transportation projects that a tribe claims will impair
tribal water rights (cue the claim of extensive, unquantified, Winters reserved rights[1]) or harm to other natural
resources.

When faced with claims for impacts to Indian lands, it is important to consider what authorizations will be needed to
settle the claims.  Even if settlement terms can be reached with the claimant tribe, federal law renders some
agreements invalid and unenforceable unless Congress authorizes the agreement as required by the Indian Non-
Intercourse Act[2] or, in other circumstances, unless the Secretary of the Interior consents to the agreement pursuant
to 25 U.S.C. § 85.[3]

It is also important to consider whether the United States has an independent claim in its capacity as trustee for the
settling tribe.  If so, waivers should be obtained from the United States as well as the tribe in order to ensure finality.

If the involvement of the federal government will be necessary in order to achieve a complete and enforceable
settlement, this is a reality best confronted at the outset of the dispute, rather than on the eve of settlement or, much
worse, years later when the tribe or the United States reinstitutes litigation of the same issues (and long after the
previously-disbursed settlement funds have been spent).

A brief overview of Indian water rights is useful because these issues arise so frequently in the context of water rights
disputes.  That overview is followed by discussions of the Indian Trust Doctrine, the Indian Non-Intercourse Act and
congressional approval, the consent of the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 85, and waiver of separate
claims held by the United States as trustee.

I.                   Overview of Indian Water Rights

Since the 1970's, the federal government has endorsed a policy of encouraging negotiated settlements of water rights
disputes between Indian tribes and other water users.  The McCarran Amendment[4] compelled the United States, as
trustee for Indian tribes, to participate in the general stream adjudications that were getting underway in several
western states.  The enormity of the tribes' claimed water rights and the lack of federal precedent to guide the states'
actual determination of those rights heightened the risk of litigation and raised awareness among federal, state, tribal
and private interests of the benefits of a negotiated solution.

A.                 The Winters Doctrine

In Winters v. United States[5] the Supreme Court held that when Congress set aside land for the creation of an Indian
reservation it impliedly reserved a sufficient quantity of water to fulfill the purpose of the reservation.  The Court
reaffirmed the Winters doctrine in Arizona v. California,[6] holding that Congress intended to reserve enough water to
satisfy the future as well as the present needs of the Indian reservations.[7]

B.                 Ambiguity in the Doctrine and its Application

Although the Supreme Court announced the Winters doctrine over a century ago, numerous questions concerning the
application of the doctrine remain unanswered.  These include the appropriate measure for quantifying a Winters right,
[8] whether the doctrine extends to groundwater,[9] and whether state, federal, or tribal governments should
administer and control these rights once they have been quantified and decreed.
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These uncertainties add complexity and difficulty to already complex and difficult state proceedings to adjudicate
water rights.  State courts must apply federal law to Indian water rights claims, but scarce federal precedent exists to
guide the states in their application of the doctrine.  In addition, the concept of "reserved rights" conflicts directly with
the prior appropriation doctrine that governs the rights of non-Indian water users in most western states.

C.                 Conflict with the Prior Appropriation Doctrine

Under the prior appropriation doctrine, the right to divert water from a stream or to pump it from the ground is
acquired by putting a specific quantity of water to beneficial use.[10]  In times of shortage, those who have diverted
first have priority.  The priority of a Winters right is determined according to the date the reservation was created,
which in most cases assures that the right will have a higher priority than competing non-Indian uses.[11]  Winters
rights are also "reserved," so Indian communities are not required to put their water rights to beneficial use in order to
secure and maintain them.[12]

The difficulties associated with integrating claimed Winters rights - the quantification of which is not based on actual
quantities of water being put to beneficial use - are immense.  This is particularly so because the amounts claimed but
not yet quantified are often enormous.  For example, a March, 1989 report prepared by the Arizona Department of
Water Resources ("ADWR") calculated that the quantity of reserved rights claimed by the United States and Indian tribes
totaled approximately 4.1 million acre-feet per year, or approximately the entire renewable water supply of the state.
[13]

II.                Application of the Trust Doctrine to Indian Lands and Water Rights

A.                 The Indian Trust Doctrine

The conduct of all federal agencies toward Indian tribes is governed by a relationship of trust that exists between the
United States and the tribes.[14]  In addition, if the government has assumed management or control of a tribal
resource, then the agency exercising such control has a specific fiduciary responsibility to manage the resource for the
benefit of the tribe.[15]  Indian lands and reservations are the quintessential trust resource. The Secretary of the
Interior has a specific statutory obligation to manage Indian trust property.[16]

B.                 Water Rights as Trust Property

It is well-accepted among courts and federal agencies that the federal trust obligation extends to Indian water rights.
[17]  The status of these rights as valuable property rights has been recognized in the United States Court of Claims in
cases awarding tribes monetary damages arising out of the Secretary's failure to assert and protect water rights.[18] 
The Department of the Interior characterizes Indian water rights as "vested property rights for which the United States
has a trust responsibility, with the United States holding legal title to such water in trust for the benefit of the Indians."
[19]

The status of Indian water rights as trust property makes the United States a necessary party to any Indian water rights
settlement.

III.             The Indian Non-Intercourse Act and congressional Approval

A.                 The Indian Non-Intercourse Act

The Indian Non-Intercourse Act invalidates any "purchase, grant, lease, or other conveyance of lands, or of any title or
claim thereto, from any Indian nation or tribe of Indians,...unless the same be made by treaty or convention entered
into pursuant to the Constitution."[20]  The purpose of the Act is to prevent "unfair, improvident or improper disposition
by Indians of lands owned or possessed by them to other parties" without the consent of Congress, and to enable the
government to vacate any such disposition that occurs without congressional authorization.[21]

Although the Act refers expressly to "conveyance of lands" and not water, no court has ever directly addressed whether
the Act covers a conveyance or extinguishment of Indian water rights; they have instead assumed that it does.

For example, in a case challenging the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to enter into an agreement for the
management of the waters of a creek between Indian and non-Indian users, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held that
the Secretary had the power to enter into such an agreement and could do so without violating the Non Intercourse Act
because agreeing to an allocation of the waters between Indians and non-Indians was not the same thing as conveying
water belonging to an Indian tribe to non-Indians.[22]  The Ninth Circuit affirmed the distinction between the
Secretary's authority to litigate and resolve by consent decree an Indian tribe's water rights and the Secretary's
authority to extinguish or convey such rights to others in the Orr Ditch litigation, a case involving the Pyramid Lake
Paiute Tribe's claims to water for Pyramid Lake.[23]

Other circuits have held that "the Act broadly protects Indian tribes' rights to and interests in land," including
nonpossessory interests.[24]  Courts have also held that the Act imposes on the federal government a fiduciary duty to
protect the lands covered by it.[25]

To the extent the terms of a settlement can be construed as a conveyance or extinguishment of a tribe's water rights,
the Indian Non-Intercourse Act requires congressional authorization of such settlements.  Settlements that provide for
the waiver or subordination of a tribe's existing or future water rights are very likely to be construed as a conveyance or
extinguishment under the Act.  It is well-settled that Indian water rights are valuable property rights.  Indian water
rights by their nature are also inextricably bound up with the land a tribe inhabits

B.                 Federal Common Law



In addition to the Indian Non-Intercourse Act, several well-defined principles of federal common law govern the nature
of a tribe's interest in its property and how those interests can be conveyed.  Before the Revolutionary War, Indians
were held to have aboriginal title to lands they occupied from time immemorial.[26]  The United States, as a
"discovering nation" was held to have fee title to Indian lands subject to the Indians' right of occupancy and use.[27] 
With the adoption of the Constitution, trade and commerce with Indians became a matter governed by Congress.[28]

In modern times, the trust doctrine has been held to apply to the government's management and disposition of Indian
property, whatever its forms.[29]  The executive branch of the government does not have the authority to extinguish
title to Indian lands or to dispose of property held in trust for Indian tribes without congressional approval.[30]

IV.              25 U.S.C. § 85 and Secretarial Approval

Section 85 provides that "[n]o contract made with any Indian, where such contract relates to the tribal funds or
property in the hands of the United States, shall be valid, nor shall any payment for services rendered in relation
thereto be made unless the consent of the United States has previously been given."[31]

There is very little case law interpreting this nearly century-old statute.  On its face, the statute's scope is enormous,
governing any contract that so much as "relates" to tribal funds or trust property, which would include, without
limitation, tribal lands and tribal waters.  It is difficult to draw the line where the statute's applicability ends - any
agreement to settle claims related to Indian lands or water rights would at least arguably, if not by definition, fall
within the scope of this statute.

The Tenth Circuit potentially limited Section 85's scope in Western Shoshone Business Council v. Babbitt,[32] when it
agreed with the district court that the statute only applied to contracts entered with an individual "Indian," as opposed
to a tribe.

However, at least one court has construed Section 85 as applying to contracts with Indian tribes.[33]

V.                 Release of Separate Claims Held by the United States as Trustee

We have recently been faced a circumstance where the settling tribe agreed to explicit approval by the Secretary
(thereby satisfying our Section 85 concerns), but resisted inclusion of the United States as a party to the settlement,
which meant that there would be no separate waiver by the United States.

In a dispute involving alleged injury to trust resources, where the United States therefore has a separate claim as
trustee, it is recognized that the rights of a tribe to sue on its own are distinct from the United States' claim as
trustee.  For example, the Tenth Circuit has held that the "obligation of the United States to fulfill its fiduciary duties
to the [tribes] does not diminish the rights of the [tribes] to sue on their own behalf."[34]

A well-founded concern is whether, even where Section 85 is satisfied, the United States' claim as trustee nevertheless
survives a valid waiver of the tribe's claim.  Typically, settlements with an Indian tribe involve separate releases from
both the tribe and the United States; unsurprisingly, therefore, no case has been identified directly addressing whether
a tribe's valid release of its claim results in the release of the United States' claim as trustee.

However, under traditional trust law, from which the Indian Trust Doctrine was developed,[35] a beneficiary may not
settle a claim belonging to the trustee,[36] and, in many circumstances, settlement by the beneficiary does not give
the obligor a defense to the claim of the trustee. [37]

Accordingly, a party should always seek to obtain waivers from both the settling tribe and the United States as trustee
any time a claim related to any trust resource is being settled.
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